USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10409.17

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA IS CURRENTLY IN OPEN SPACE, ATTENDING TO TROUBLESOME TRACTOR BEAM EMMITTERS AND A WAYWARD FEDERATION SEPARATIST ATTACK VESSEL WHICH MANAGED TO DRIFT AWAY
CEO_McDowell says:
::still outside on the hull... has had to send Mai back inside because of a malfunction in one of her oxygen tanks::
CNS_Bauer says:
::On the bridge still in the Captain's chair::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE AEROWING SHUTTLE HAS BEEN TAKEN TO REACQUIRE THE WAYWARD SHIP WHILE THE GENEVA DRIFTS QUIETLY THROUGH SPACE, MOSTLY ON STATION KEEPING, SINCE THE CEO AND EO ARE CURRENTLY ON EVA
FCO_Lex says:
::Enters bridge and relieves current FCO::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Monitors various items at her console on the bridge::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Can you get an update from McDowell, please?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::is adjusting tractor control on the Aerowing::
CEO_McDowell says:
::kneeling down, using the magnetic couplings of the assembly to his advantage, to push the old assembly out of the cavity... it's just "a little" too big for one person to pull out::
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: Will do, Commander.
SO_Jakiel says:
@::watches the monitors intently, keeping the Aerowing in sync with the Geneva::
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO*: Pierce to McDowell. How's the weather out there?
CO_Shras says:
:: get up from bed and dress in uniform after a quick shower ::
CEO_McDowell says:
::heart still pounding hard... just enough fearful adrenaline still going through him::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Ah, Ensign ::Watches him take his seat:: FCO: Can you continue to coordinate with Mr. Kizlev in his efforts to bring home a stray lamb?
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Aye sir
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Maybe you can get a report for us?
CEO_McDowell says:
::jumps backwards at the comm, making his anxiety go through the roof again:: *CIV*: The weather... !??! ::hard breathing:: The weather's fine... Coming along... Yeah, doing fine. Will be done any minute, as soon as possible. ::quick, stuttering voice... audibly nervous, frayed nerves, etc::
SO_Jakiel says:
CTO:  Is it attached yet... sir?
CO_Shras says:
:: Walk out of his quarters toward the turbolift ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: It is. We're effectively a proper substitute of the Geneva tractor system. ::looks at the cockpit window at the hull of the Geneva:: Hmm... They’re still working down there.
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO*: Are you okay out there Lieutenant?
CO_Shras says:
TL: Bridge
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: I'll check in with Lieutenant Kizlev now sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hopes everyone is doing ok in their assignments. Would like to get underway as quickly as possible::
CEO_McDowell says:
::pushing the sled containing the new unit to the edge of the cavity on the hull:: *CIV*: Okay? Me? Sure... I... ::stutter:: I.. I I I... I'm fine. Couldn't be better. I love this stuff. ::forced chuckle::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Thank you. And get an ETA as to when they will be done on back on board.
FCO_Lex says:
*CTO: What is the status of the Aerowing and the stray Separatist's ship?
Host EO_Sparks says:
*CEO*: Sir, need any assistance. I'm geared up and ready to lend a hand. ::waits by the airlock patiently::
CO_Shras says:
:: walks on the bridge attempting to see who is in charge ::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: We have the hulk of the Separatist ship under control, Geneva.
CNS_Bauer says:
ALL: Captain on the bridge.
FCO_Lex says:
*CTO*: When can we expect you back aboard the Geneva Lieutenant?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands and moves to his own chair, left of the Captain's::
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO*: Right. Sure. ::Dripping with sarcasm:: Just checking up on you Lieutenant. I'll be on the line if you need me.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Good to see you, Sir. How are you feeling?
CIV_Pierce says:
::Straightens as the Captain is announced::
CEO_McDowell says:
*EO*: Please! This is a job for a mechanical manipulator, much less one person. ::pushes the assembly off the sled, letting weightlessness "drop" it into the cavity::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: As soon as engineering can restore the damaged tractor emitter. Until then, we have to stay here and man the Aerowing so we can maintain our tractor lock.
CEO_McDowell says:
*CIV*: Yeah... I'll be here. Not going anywhere... Don't call long distance on my dime... ::more labored, tired, breathing::
EO_Sparks says:
*CEO*: On my way sir.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::glances at Kizlev, waiting for his order after answering the flight control officer::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We are currently at a stand still waiting for Mr. McDowell and crew to finish with some repairs.
EO_Sparks says:
::pushes the airlock controls and waits as the pressure falls before opening the hatch::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Hopefully we will be able to get going soon.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Good, any estimates on the time required by the repairs?
CIV_Pierce says:
CO/CNS: Sirs, Lt. McDowell is still working out there and will be done soon.
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Lt Kizlev will be back as soon as CEO McDowell is finished with the tractor beam repairs
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I was just requesting a report on that now, Sir.
EO_Sparks says:
::floats out of the airlock and then moves towards the CEO's position::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@*FCO*: Oh, and ensign, if the captain is there, please relay my apologies to him for using the Aerowing. I accept full responsibility for doing so, but we needed it due to the large mass of the Separatist hulk we're tractoring here.
CEO_McDowell says:
::slowly gets down, stomach and chest to the hull, to reach down and start connecting ODN and EPS links... closes his eyes to catch his bearings and clear his head for a moment::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Soon equals, how many minutes? ::Looks at the CO nervously because he wished he had a better answer to his very reasonable question::
EO_Sparks says:
::waves as she approaches him:: CEO: I'm here sir. Sorry for the delay, but I just got the order to report. Now, what needs fixing?
FCO_Lex says:
*CTO*: I copy that Lt. I'll relay the message. Lex out.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ CTO: I wonder how much longer the engineers will need?
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: I'll check... ::Decides not to mention the CEO's anxiety::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is happy to be back in his comfortable own chair::
XO_Taal says:
::sitting in his quarters attempting to meditate::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Burnt tractor emitter crystal assembly... ::speaking in a weak, tired, voice... face visibly shows anxiety at being outside:: It's physically in place... I... Just... ::thinking:: We need to connect the EPS and ODN links. After that... The... ::mind blank:: The final magnetic interlocks.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: That's up to the purview of Lieutenant McDowell for now. In the meantime, we just sit and wait until he's finished.
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO*: Sorry to bother you again... the bridge would like an estimate on how long you'll be out there.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ CTO: I see. ::looks at Kizlev puzzled::  CTO:  The captain did not want us to use this shuttle? It was needed.
CEO_McDowell says:
*CIV*: How long??? ::high-pitched:: I dunno!!! Uhhh... ::waver, wobbly voice:: Uhhh... 5, maybe 10... No... No, five. Quick five. Yeah.
XO_Taal says:
::closing his eyes, envisioning the air he is breathing entering his lungs::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::leans back in his chair, taking a deep breath, tapping a few keys to maintain tractor stability:: SO: It's basically the captain's yacht; his own private ship.
FCO_Lex says:
CO: Lt Kizlev will be back on board soon. He relays his apologies for taking the Aerowing. It was needed to compensate for the strain that we've been putting on the tractor beam.
EO_Sparks says:
::grins through her helmet face mask:: CEO: Got it sir. You know you look a little green around the gills sir. ::tries not to let him see her fighting back a huge grin::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Frowns at the erratic response:: *CEO*: Understood.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: Frankly, I'm surprised Counselor Bauer didn't override my decision to use this vessel. I understand it means much to the captain. Something I can relate to.
CIV_Pierce says:
CO/CNS: Lt. McDowell should be about five minutes more. No more then ten.
EO_Sparks says:
::moves down below McDowell and reaches for a spanner to connect the ODN relays::
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks up at the EO, sweat beads dripping down his cheek and chin:: EO: Heh... ::forced air "huff" kind of chuckle:: Glad you get a kick out of this. Start locking down the nine interlocks. I'll finish EPS.
XO_Taal says:
::exhales slowly, trying to focus his mind::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Thank you, Pierce. Tell Mr. McDowell his efforts are appreciated.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::comprehension dawns:: CTO: Oh. I see. He will understand though?
EO_Sparks says:
::raises a hand in acknowledgement::
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: I'll make sure to tell him as soon as he's safely inside again. I'd hate to bother him again while he's working.
CEO_McDowell says:
::reaching down inside the side wall to the EPS links... *really* doesn't like laying on his stomach, since the only magnetic part of the EVA suit - the boots - are no longer touching the hull::
EO_Sparks says:
::stands upright after handing him the spanner and walks over to the first interlock, her magnetic boots suctioned to the hull as she goes::
CEO_McDowell says:
::feels the "thump" vibrations of the EO's boots on the hull... they feel very jarring... instinctively grabs with his other hand into the side wall cavity for a physical handhold to hold onto::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: If you think it best, Commander. ::Turns back to her and smiles:: 
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::shrugs:: SO: I'm....not so sure. I've never commandeered a yacht like this before. :: chuckles lightly::
CIV_Pierce says:
::Gives the CNS a nod that says 'You have no idea'::
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::is concerned now that Kizlev will be in trouble:: CTO:  I can confirm to the captain the reasoning behind using this shuttle.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: You would think as a Counselor of the Geneva I would have less time, wouldn’t you?
CEO_McDowell says:
::pulls the third-to-last EPS conduit back from its protective enclosure in the hull, connecting it to the assembly::
EO_Sparks says:
::turns the first interlock ring and reenters the locking code, watching as the small red light turns green::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: It's alright. I may be scolded, but I do not see a breach in regulation given the circumstance.
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: Less time, Commander? ::Doesn't fully understand::
EO_Sparks says:
::moves to the subsequent interlocks and does the same::
CEO_McDowell says:
::quickly connects the other two conduits, then leans back to let the boots magnetically seal to the hull again... is relieved to feel the pull of the magnets::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I just think I could see more people professionally than I do, is all.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::has to change some fine adjustments, then looks at Kizlev::  CTO:  I hope not. You would be severely punished on a Warbird. ::still has a decent amount of concern::  But the captain did not discipline me for the explosion. He was very understanding.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::continues to watch both the EOs at work on the hull and the tractor control monitor::
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: Oh. Well the Geneva's a very busy ship after all. And as 2nd officer, you've got a bit more on your plate then most Counselors.
CEO_McDowell says:
::closing up his toolkits:: EO: How are you coming?
EO_Sparks says:
::finally gets to the ninth position and begins the code input and notices the light remains red:: *CEO*: Sir, this last one is giving me a problem. Mind if I give it a swift kick? ::giggles her herself::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: An explosion you say...? ::recalls the dinner from before and the effect of memories on Rhianna:: No, never mind that. Perhaps you shouldn't remember.
EO_Sparks says:
::kneels down and tries the code again:: Self: C'mon, you stubborn son of a....just work.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I can handle it. My secret? I make sure there's plenty of time for fun.
CEO_McDowell says:
::suddenly freezes at the mention of "swift kick.” Mind races... envisioning the EO swinging her leg back too far and floating off... closes eyes:: EO: Kick, maybe. Swift, no, please...
CIV_Pierce says:
::Grins:: CNS: Now that's what I like to hear from a Counselor!
EO_Sparks says:
*CEO*: Understood sir. Re-entering the code again. Hang on.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::shakes her head::  CTO:  No, it's alright. The explosion on the Empress recently. When the scanning was finally finding the bombs, but it could not work fast enough to find one. ::pauses:: Kizlev?
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::changes her informal question:: CTO:  Sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: So, what do you do for fun?
EO_Sparks says:
::bites her lip as the numbers click into place:: Self: Ok, that's five.... now for number six.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::blinks, very curious now:: SO: I see... ::hears his name and looks at her with a smile:: No, Kizlev is fine while we're here. What is on your mind?
FCO_Lex says:
::grins at the senior officers flirting::
CEO_McDowell says:
::stands there, watching the EO... just wishing he could get back inside already, back into normal gravity... stomach tosses and turns, makes a few weird sounds::
EO_Sparks says:
*CEO*: I've got it! I'll be back to your position shortly.
CIV_Pierce says:
CNS: I do a little bit of kickboxing in the gym or spend an hour in the rifle range... come to think of it all my hobbies are pretty violent... hmm..
SO_Jakiel says:
@ CTO:  Thank you for staying last night. I didn't have a chance to say that earlier. ::looks back at the scans quickly after saying that, then back at Kizlev:: Do you think I should speak to our counselor? Perhaps after our mission to the antennae array?
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Hmm, yes they are....that's interesting.
CEO_McDowell says:
::relieved in a way, still shaky, sweaty, tired from anxiety:: *CIV*: McDowell to Pierce! We're... ::pause, breath:: We're finished with the installation. Returning to the airlock momentarily.
EO_Sparks says:
::lifts one boot after the other as she moves back to the CEO's side:: Self: Boy these things are strong.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I suppose I could let you kick me for awhile, sometime. I'd like to find people who like to do stuff. It's more fun in a crowd.
CIV_Pierce says:
::Catches herself:: CNS: Not that it's anything to look into or a sign of inferior mental health! Just keeping up with my training right? ::smiles reassuringly::
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: All set sir. Ready to head back inside?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::seems at a loss for words, and distracted for a second:: SO: You're welcome....and yes, please confer with the Counselor as soon as you are able.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Don't worry. I wasn't analyzing you. Just looking for someone to play with.
CEO_McDowell says:
::mutters under his breath "not strong enough at times":: EO: That they are... ::smirk:: Let's... Let's get in, yes.
CIV_Pierce says:
*CEO*: Great! We'll see you inside.
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: Lead the way sir. ::smiles and motions to the airlock::
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: I mean, heck I dunno......
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: So what do you do for fun, Ensign Lex?
CEO_McDowell says:
::deliberately picking up, and stomping down, each foot, making his way back to the airlock as quickly as possible::
CO_Shras says:
:: sitting in his ready room reading the reports he missed on his sick day ::
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Fun sir? I didn't realize that ensigns were allowed to have fun ::looks innocent::
CO_Shras says:
:: walks to the bridge again ::
SO_Jakiel says:
@::hears his more formal answer and decides not to comment about what she has felt from a few other crewmembers as it is her personal problem. Returns to a more formal discussion::  CTO:  The antennae array. Do you think we will run into any problems trying to investigate it?
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Are we done yet with those repairs?
CIV_Pierce says:
::smirks:: CNS: I usually hit the gym every other day at 1700. You're certainly free to join me.
EO_Sparks says:
::can't help but notice that McDowell better inside than outside::
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Frankly, there is nothing like sitting in a warm bath reading a technical manual.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: As long as I'm Counselor on this ship it's required. ::Smiles at himself then turns to Evelyn:: CIV: I'll see you there.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::smirks at the ensign's inexperienced question:: SO: Heh... when it comes to working on the Geneva, always expect trouble. ::grins at her::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Reading? ::Makes a face:: You're kidding, right?
CEO_McDowell says:
::gets back inside the airlock, can't wait to hit the pressurizing control::
EO_Sparks says:
::moves inside the airlock:: CEO: Hurry sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::slaps the outer airlock control, closing the hatch, and pressurizes with atmosphere... opens the inner hatch as soon as the light changed green::
SO_Jakiel says:
@:: raises an eyebrow... his comment not matching his casual answer::  CTO:  Truly? The Geneva has many enemies?
EO_Sparks says:
::follows McDowell out of the airlock:: CEO: Well done sir. The Captain will be very pleased.
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Its one of my passions, I do like using the Holosuites for various flight simulations. Ancient Terran aircraft like the F-14 really bring back the thrill in flying.
CEO_McDowell says:
::rips off helmet once they're back inside the staging room, gasping in and breathing out in large, audible breaths... ::brings still-gloved hand to his face and forehead, letting the sweat be soaked up by the glove::
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::stifles a belly laugh:: SO: No... not really. More like an unfortunate tie to fate. Humans simply call it bad luck. But I just think of it as more opportunities to do some good in the galaxy. The more trouble we get to deal with, the more we can help others in the process.
SO_Jakiel says:
@::strains to look out the viewport::  CTO:  I believe engineering may be finished...
CIV_Pierce says:
CO/CNS: Lieutenants McDowell and Sparks have safely boarded once again. Job's complete.
EO_Sparks says:
::pulls off her helmet and gloves and notices something:: CEO: Look! ::points to his suit:: You had a tear starting in the leg.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: My friend, we need to find you a hobby.
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Excellent
CNS_Bauer says:
CIV: Where's Kizlev and the Captain's shuttle?
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Let me take you up in one Earth's ancient aircraft - it’s a must for an action junkie.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::looks at Kizlev seriously to answer his previous explanation:: CTO:  Then I should be able to help many.
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks down at his leg, exasperated... sees the slight tear... looks back up at the EO and rolls his eyes:: EO: Maybe... ::breath:: Maybe it's a good thing the computer either didn't notice it, or didn't tell me... Heh ::high-pitched "air huff" chuckle again::
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Should I begin docking procedures with the Aerowing? It looks as if we're all set sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::struggles to get out of the suit, body completely drained from the anxiety::
EO_Sparks says:
::bends down to examine it:: CEO: It wasn't through yet sir, but it would have been soon.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Sounds good we can combine it with one of my activities - Wind surfing.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: I'll check with the bridge. *Geneva*: Kizlev to bridge, I understand Engineering is finished? We're ready to transfer tractor control to you guys whenever you're ready.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears FCO turns to CO:: CO: Captain? Orders?
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::waits expectantly, continuing to monitor scans::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: confirm docking procedure with the Aerowing
EO_Sparks says:
::pulls off the rest of her suit:: CEO: Anything else you need me for sir? I can be available until Mai returns. ::smiles sweetly::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: News about our repairs?
CEO_McDowell says:
::sits on the dressing bench... puts head between legs and clasps hands around the back of his neck... lets the blood rush back to his head for a moment::
CIV_Pierce says:
*Aerowing*: Hang tight Aerowing, we're beginning docking procedures.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Mr. McDowell has completed them. We should confirm readiness from him and then...
FCO_Lex says:
*CTO*: Lt., prepare to release the shuttle, I'll grab it with our tractor beam. I'm slowing the Geneva to half impulse to make docking the Aerowing easier.
EO_Sparks says:
::puts a hand on McDowell's shoulder:: CEO: Are you alright? You really don't look well at all. ::tries to comfort the tired man::
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks back up, slowly, at the EO:: EO: Uhh... no. No, I don't believe so. I think Beta Shift is on call in Main Engineering. Check with them to see if they have anything going on. Thanks Mr. Sparks.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: Hold the helm steady. I'm making a slight adjustment to the tractor so the Geneva can take over when we dock. *FCO*: Acknowledged, bridge. We're standing by.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::nods to Kizlev that she heard and prepares the shuttle for the maneuver, compensating to match the slowing of the Geneva::
FCO_Lex says:
::Slows Geneva to half impulse:: *CTO*: Bring her in sir.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CEO*: Mr. McDowell, What is your recommendation for speed? Any limitations?
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: I really don't like leaving you in this condition sir. Let me escort you to sickbay and let the doctor have a look at you.
CEO_McDowell says:
::looks up at EO... long-face frown, then slight smile:: EO: I'm... fine. Just... EVA is not a... strength of mine. Prior... prior incidents that I haven't been able to get over yet.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::nods to Rhianna, giving her the cue to dock as he deactivates the Aerowing tractor beam::
CEO_McDowell says:
::high, dismissive pitch:: EO: I'm fine, Chief, really! ::rubs cheek with hand:: EO: I'll be fine... Thanks for the consideration.
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: Then perhaps a visit to the counselor? I hear he's excellent.
SO_Jakiel says:
@ ::watches the scans to see the beam disconnected and slows the speed of the Aerowing to fall slightly back::
CO_Shras says:
CNS: As soon as we are ready give the order to complete our delivery
FCO_Lex says:
::Grabs ship in tractor beam::
CNS_Bauer says:
*CEO*: Are we set to travel, Mr. McDowell?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Kizlev in yet?
CTO_Kizlev says:
@::sighs as the Aerowing slowly rises back into its primary hull docking port, not looking forward to facing the captain's fury at using his shuttle::
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: He's docking right now sir.
CEO_McDowell says:
::perks up at the Counselor's voice:: *CNS*: Speed? Uhhh... ::clears head for a moment:: We should be able to return to full warp tow. Engineering never noticed any limitations in the new unit while it was in parts depot storage.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Let me know when he is in.
FCO_Lex says:
::Sets docking clamps on the Aerowing::
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: I'll... I'll think about it. Talking about my problems has never been easy, much less relieving, honestly.
CNS_Bauer says:
*CEO*: Thank you, Lt.
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: I really like this shuttle. It reminds me of when I used to fly the Azura in my university days...
SO_Jakiel says:
@:: carefully adjusts until the docking procedure is completed, then powers down::  CTO:  You are worried. It is more serious with the captain than you said before?
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: We have the Aerowing sir. 
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: We will be resuming are previous trajectory, Ensign.
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Let's engage at warp 5, when you are ready.
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: I understand sir, but if you ever feel the need to talk... well, I have a good pair of ears. ::smiles and picks up her suit and places it in the decontamination chamber::
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Aye Sir
CTO_Kizlev says:
@SO: No.... maybe I'm just overreacting a little. ::rises from his seat as the Aerowing completes its dock:: Alright, we're finished here. Excellent work, Rhianna.
FCO_Lex says:
::Sets course for Federation Starbase::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: I'm sure we are all anxious to get rid of the garbage we are towing.
SO_Jakiel says:
@::removes the harness to move out of her seat::  CTO:  Thank you sir? ::smiles and says quietly:: It was fun to fly.
CEO_McDowell says:
EO: Like I said, I'll think about it... ::stands up, walks over, and places his suit in the chamber also, before heading for the door:: Thanks for your help out there, Chief.
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Course set sir, what speed shall I set?
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Warp 5
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods a knowing look at her:: SO: Indeed it was. To the bridge then. ::goes over to the cockpit door and opens it for her::
Host Bob_SM (Warp.wav)
SO_Jakiel says:
CTO: The Azura? But I thought you said you should not fly or we would be in trouble?
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Aye
SO_Jakiel says:
:: disembarks from the shuttle first and waits for Kizlev to emerge::
EO_Sparks says:
CEO: Anytime Mr. McDowell. ::turns and starts walking away:: Oh and if you're free for dinner sometime...::smiles and walks around a corner not waiting for an answer::
CNS_Bauer says:
FCO: Very good. 
FCO_Lex says:
CNS: Warp 5, we should be there in 6 hours.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: We are back on course, Sir. ::Hears the FCO:: CO: Six hours to destination.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: Good, that gives me some time to catch on that work I did not do while I was sick
CEO_McDowell says:
::blinks a couple times... standing there in the staging room... can't believe what the EO just said::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::exits from the shuttle and walks with her to the TL:: SO: I used to be a fair pilot in terms of the older class ships. The Azura was of the Defender class, an old vessel type once employed by the Andorian Imperial Guard centuries ago.
CO_Shras says:
CNS: You can always call sick your work never does....
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Aye, Sir ::Thinks-Hmmm Andorian humor::
CTO_Kizlev says:
SO: And, of course, I had some help using it from a fine group of humans who were all accomplished pilots in their own right.
SO_Jakiel says:
CTO:  So you are not familiar with these newer shuttles...
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Good one.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::sees the TL up ahead:: SO: I am, but only the basics. Enough to fly straight, in reverse, and some rudimentary evasive maneuvers. But I'm far from being an ace. And....I've had accidents before. That's why I asked you to fly the Aerowing.
CEO_McDowell says:
::finally collects his thoughts, shakes his head in incredulity, then starts walking towards a TL to head back to the Bridge... but then takes a side cut to his quarters when he finally realizes how damp his uniform feels in the cool atmosphere of the ship::
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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